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FACTOR INVESTING IS NOT AN ASSET CLASS,
IT’S A SOLUTION-ORIENTED PHILOSOPHY
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Single factors: neutralisation is key

The naïve approach to single factor investing is to
simply select the stocks that have the desired characteristic, and to find a weighting scheme that doesn’t
raise too many problems in terms of liquidity and
diversification, i.e. usually linked to some extent to
the original market capitalisation. This leads to smart
beta strategies that do have some desired factor exposure, but that also involve unwanted risk biases related to the nature of the factor or the measure chosen
for the factor.
For instance, naïve price momentum will naturally
have a highly variable beta: when markets rise, banks
outperform, not specifically because they have an intrinsically strong momentum, but because banking
is a high beta sector. On the other hand, defensive
sectors outperform in bearish markets, leading to a
global beta variability of naïve momentum. Using alpha momentum rather than price momentum would
be better. A naïve low volatility factor will also have
large sector deviations which translate into interestrate sensitivity, since the least volatile stocks are the
most ‘bond-like’. A naïve value factor, which fundamental indexing would create, can be highly carbon-intensive, because buying cheaper also implies
buying ‘real’ economy assets that pollute more. A
consumer good manufacturer is usually more value
in style than a fintech, for instance, and anyone can
see it has probably more carbon emissions too.
Much of the discussion about factor timing is relat-
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To turn these pure factors into actual investable
products, we have chosen to build ‘high octane’,
single-factor regional strategies, by maximising the
exposure to the factor for a given level of alpha volatility. It might be further from the benchmark than a
naïve approach, but it is more in line with what factor
investing is really about: choosing the right risks.

Multi-factor: constraints are key

Multi-factor strategies are even more prone to the
‘asset class’ confusion, since they are usually benchmarked on traditional equity asset classes, and
therefore look comparable. However, the aim of the
strategy and the constraints imposed on the portfolio
are the main drivers of the end efficiency of a factorbased strategy.
For instance, if improving the Sharpe ratio is the
priority of a multi-factor strategy, reducing the beta is
a legitimate bias, which can be attained either by overweighting the low vol factor or by shorting futures. If
the information ratio is the priority, however, focusing the relative risk budget on a balanced allocation of
complementary pure factors is more efficient, rather
than expending some tracking error on a beta bias.
In turn, the attainable information ratio for a

approach for multi-strategy equity portfolios”2), suggests
that there is a way out of this conundrum of constraints, and that there is still alpha left, as long as
the constraints are reasonable. It relies on separating
the ‘alpha search’ from the ‘constraint management’.
Such a separation is a great tool to help institutional
investors navigate between their numerous and often
contradictory aims.
As a whole, factor investing is NOT an asset class
either in single or multi-factor approaches; rather, it is
a tool for discussion, which allows investors to turn
academic findings into genuine investment solutions.
Such solutions are always a form of compromise, and
the whole point is to understand which choices have
been made in reaching a given solution.
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